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THE BIG NEWS:THE BIG NEWS:THE BIG NEWS:THE BIG NEWS:THE BIG NEWS:
BOOSTER #37BOOSTER #37BOOSTER #37BOOSTER #37BOOSTER #37

In early November we will release the first new Fed-
eration Commander product in five years, Booster Pack
#37. This (along with the subsequent packs) will be the
ships that would have gone into Flagships Attack, but
we decided to instead release that product as separate
boosters in order to get it out faster.

This will include the leader versions of the Federa-
tion NCL and DW, the Kzinti CM and DW, and the Tholian
CW. This will also include three Hydran ships, which are
currently intended to be the Warrior destroyer leader,
the Apache war cruiser leader, and the Lion Hunter war
destroyer leader.

Booster Pack #38 will include DW and CW leaders
for the Klingons, Lyrans, Vudar, and WYNs.

Booster Pack #39 will include leaders for the
Romulans, Gorns, and ISC.

IN THIS ISSUEIN THIS ISSUEIN THIS ISSUEIN THIS ISSUEIN THIS ISSUE
This issue we present the Hydran Lancer-X high

technology destroyer. For now, we’re going to let you fly
it with standaard Stinger-2 fighters. We might (or might
not) decide to use Stinger-X fighters in X-Ships Attack.

Next month we will release the new Federation Cor-
vette, a really small ship for really small missions.

HAILING FREQUENCIESHAILING FREQUENCIESHAILING FREQUENCIESHAILING FREQUENCIESHAILING FREQUENCIES
Check out our free online newsletter. It’s full of fun

and cool stuff about all of our games.
StarFleetGames.com/newsletter.shtml
This newsletter includes information about upcom-

ing conventions and demos and FC tactics.

Q & AQ & AQ & AQ & AQ & A
Q: Will there be more E-packs of ship cards?
A: Yes. We’re going to re-start that series with new

packs of ten cards for $5. This will include a mix of cards
from Captain’s Log, Communique, published products,
and at least one entirely new ship per pack. The four
extra cards (compare to the earlier ones) make up for
any ships you already have. The first of these new E-
packs will be a new Federation pack; it is scheduled to
be uploaded by the end of this month. A Klingon pack
will follow around the first of November.

Q: Why does Booster #37 include ships already re-
leased in electronic form?

A: Because the vast majority of players want lami-
nated cards they don’t have to build for themselves.
Given that the theme is “CW and DW leaders” it would
make no sense not to include them even if they were
released previously in electronic form.

PUBLISHER’S INFORMATIONPUBLISHER’S INFORMATIONPUBLISHER’S INFORMATIONPUBLISHER’S INFORMATIONPUBLISHER’S INFORMATION
FEDERATION COMMANDER: COMMUNIQUE

#166 is published and copyright © 2019 by Amarillo De-
sign Bureau, Inc., www.StarFleetGames.com, PO Box
8759, Amarillo TX 79114.

Elements of the Star Fleet Universe are the prop-
erty of Paramount Pictures Corporation and are used
with their permission.

SHAPEWAYSSHAPEWAYSSHAPEWAYSSHAPEWAYSSHAPEWAYS
On October 4th, 2019, ADB released a total of 75

new items on Shapeways, bringing it to over 1770 items.
The first of the 1/2500 Prestige scale appeared: the Gorn
Allosaurus BC in both plain and refit versions.

Ships released for both 3788 and 3125 scales include:
Federation Corvette; Klingon admin shuttle, and both ver-
sions of the RKL; Romulan Chicken Hawk PFT and their
own shuttle; Tholian web markers;  Seltorians get their
Fast Cruiser, Fast Light Cruiser, Survey Cruiser, and
shuttle; Gorn Strike Cruiser and Heavy Dreadnought;
Kzinti command cruiser, fast battlecruiser, heavy
dreadnought, police cutter, new command cruiser, and
their own shuttle; Orion DN and PFT; Hydran heavy me-
dium cruisers; Lyran local defense frigate; ISC destroyer-
scout; Vudar war destroyer scout and shuttle; WYN Green
Shark and Tigershark; Qari BM1 and T64.

Released in Omni Scale are the Augmented Base
Station, Battle Station, Augmented Battle Station; and the
Klingon Augmented Base Station, Battle Station, Aug-
mented Battle Station.

You can check out the store here:
https://www.shapeways.com/shops/

amarillo-design-bureau-inc
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 FEDERATION COMMANDER SCENARIOFEDERATION COMMANDER SCENARIOFEDERATION COMMANDER SCENARIOFEDERATION COMMANDER SCENARIOFEDERATION COMMANDER SCENARIO

(8CM152) Blood(8CM152) Blood(8CM152) Blood(8CM152) Blood(8CM152) Blood
on the moonon the moonon the moonon the moonon the moon

Days earlier (8CM151), the Vudar had sent a DWX
and a scout to rescue a Klingon spy from a planet in
disputed territory. The spy had been rescued when the
Vudar DWX proved too much for the Hydran squadron
to defeat. But that was not the end of the story.

While approaching the jungle planet to rescue the
spy, the Vudar CWS had conducted a routine scan of
the planet’s moon, checking to be sure that there were
no Hydran bases or other units there. That scan revealed
a valuable deposit of strategic minerals.

The “border”  between the Hydrans the Vudar had
never been agreed or really defined, but both sides had
a great interest in where it would be. The Hydrans wanted
back all of the territory  the Klingons had occupied and
did not believe the Vudar claims to be an independent
neutral power. The Vudar were encouraged by the
Klingons to hold onto as much Hydran territory as pos-
sible. Any given planetary system might or might not have
been worth fighting for, but the Vudar needed those min-
erals and were willing to fight for them.

The Vudar ordered the DWX to stay in the system,
hoping that the Hydrans (who had plenty of Klingons to
fight) might let the situation (and border) rest as it was. A
Vudar LTT carrying a ground base, scientists, and min-
ing crews was dispatched to establish ownership of the
valuable resources on the moon. If nothing else, that
would be a bargaining chip if negotiations ever began.

The Hydrans decided, however, that this system was
worth a fight. Knowing that the Vudar ship in the area
was an X-ship, they sent a newly deployed X-ship of
their own, a brand-new Lancer-X (so new it carried the
old Stinger-2 fighters) to see off the Vudar.

Closing for a fight, the Hydrans called for backup.

(8CM152a) NUMBER OF PLAYERS
Two: The Hydran player and the Vudar player.

(8CM152b) INITIAL SETUP
Map: Set up the map with three panels across and

two panels high if using small hexes (four wide and three
high if using large hexes). Place a one-hex planet in the
middle of the map, and a large moon six hexes away in
direction A. The map is a “fixed map;” any ship which is
more than 35 hexes from the moon has disengaged and
cannot return.

Vudar: Set up first, one DWX within three hexes of
the moon. An LTT carrying a cargo pod (simulating the
mining base) is 25 hexes from the moon in direction B.

Hydran: Place a Lancer-X with four Stinger-2s on
board 25 hexes from the moon in direction E.

(8CM152c) OBJECTIVE
Mission-Hydran: Drive the Vudar ships away from

the planet, securing the area until reinforcements arrive;
see Special Instructions.

Mission-Vudar: Force the Hydran ships away, and
protect the LTT while it transports five teams of mining
engineers and scientists to the surface to conduct a quick
survey of the site.

Time Limit: The scenario continues until all ships of
one side are destroyed or have disengaged.

Victory: If the Vudar do not achieve their objective
of landing the scientists and engineers, they lose the
scenario. If they do achieve it, use the Point Victory Sys-
tem (8B2) to determine the winner. Destroying the en-
emy X-ship is worth 100 bonus points.

(8CM152d) SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
1. Science/Engineer Teams: The LTT must trans-

port five scientific/engineer teams onto the moon’s sur-
face, on the side facing E. The LTT has 10 such teams
on board. Treat each of these teams as a boarding party
with no offensive capability. Marines may be landed by
the Vudar to protect the science/engineer teams and by
the Hydrans in an attempt to kill them. Each of five teams
must spend 16 consecutive impulses on the moon to
complete its part of the survey. When five teams have
completed their part of the survey (and have been re-
covered), the Vudar ships may disengage (or stay and
fight, as they will). The Hydrans score no points for “forc-
ing the Vudar to leave” if the survey is complete.

2. Hydran Reinforcements: On Turn #3 a Hydran
Traveller or Tartar arrives. Place it 25 hexes from the
moon, from direction E/F.

3. Geography: The Vudar can only disengage in
direction B/C and the Hydrans in direction E/F.

4. X-Ship Rules: Advanced ion cannons can fire
non-overloaded every turn by putting in the equivalent
energy of two turns of arming. Advanced IPGs can hold
up to eight points of energy but start the scenario with
six points. Advanced fusion beams do not require a cool-
down turn, and can fire every turn.

(8CM152e) FORCE DYNAMICS
1. Alternative Ships: Replace the ships of either

side with an equivalent point value of other ships.
2. Alternative Empires: Replace the Vudar with

Lyrans or Klingons.

(8CM152f) DESIGNER’S NOTES
This scenario was written new for Federation Com-

mander by Art Trotman.
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C166
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NEW ON SHAPEWAYS
Now on sale on Shapeways:

The most exciting new Federation ship of the year!




